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1 Introduction

Due to the high carbon dioxide emissions and fuel efficiency issues of conventional vehicles, there
is a general trend in the automotive industry towards the use of alternative energy sources in
vehicles. Vehicles capable of achieving propulsion by transforming energy from more than one
energy storage systems are termed hybrid vehicles. Famous energy alternatives include electrical
energy storage systems(ESS) for example super capacitors and high voltage battery. Unlike the
conventional vehicle which achieves propulsion through the transmission of mechanical torque
from the internal combustion engine (ICE), the hybrid vehicles can be propelled by torque
transmission from the ICE and/or by electric motors. There are several hybrid modes depending
on the propulsion system. A series hybrid, for example, would be propelled solely by electric
motors, while in parallel hybrid an electric machine would assist the ICE. A generator converts
the mechanical torque from the ICE to electrical power. The electrical power is then transmitted
at appropriate current and voltage levels with the help of power electronic converters (PEC)
to the propulsion motors through a high voltage (HV) bus. The ESS can also provide power
for propulsion through the HV bus, when there is transient power demand, for example during
acceleration. Thus allowing the ICE to be designed based on average power requirements. The
ESS can be recharged by capturing some kinetic energy through regenerative breaking. Certain
auxillary systems can also be driven by electric motors, which might allow for capturing of
kinetic energy by regeneration. Reduction of carbon dioxide emissions and other pollutants is
achieved by driving in pure electric mode in urban areas for example.
Though hybrid vehicles are more fuel efficient and environmental friendly, there are electro-
magnetic interference (EMI) issues associated to their functionality. The hybridization of the
conventional vehicles have led to the introduction of several electrical and power electronic
components. The functioning of these components, for example the PEC which operates by
switching high currents and voltages, and might generate lots of electromagnetic (EM) emis-
sions. These emissions might couple to other components in the vicinity, leading to system
malfunctioning, and other environmental issues. International legislation on electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC)[1], also imposes restrictions on the allowed EM emission levels, as well as
immunity. Vehicular EMC is of growing concern especially with the increasing utilization of
power electronics. A common approach in characterizing vehicular EMI is to first perform an
initial EMI test on the complete vehicle in the vital frequency range, followed by component
level tests, to more precisely locate the EMI sources. Once the sources are identified, efforts
are made to limit the emissions, either by improving shielding, filtering, grounding or the use
of different cable types and configurations. This type of ”backwards fixing” approach usually
requires more resources and may delay product release. It is more beneficial to systematically
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predict EMI problems in the early design stage and suggest better EMI control strategies. This
can be met by creating component models which can be used to assemble simple subsystems
for EMI analysis even before prototypes are built. This report is part of a project which at-
tempts to characterize the EM environment in a hybrid vehicle. Following an extensive review
on recent automotive EMC publications, and with the collaboration of the automotive industry
in Sweden, some major issues regarding the EMC characterization have been identified. These
issues shall be discussed with respect to the ”state of the art on automotive EMC modeling”.
The discussion would be focused around the following major issues:

1. EMI source identification.

2. Modeling EMI.

2 EMI source identification

Fast switching currents and voltages are usually the main source of electromagnetic (EM) emis-
sions. The sources themselves, for example a microprocessor, or IGBT switches does not make
good antennas. The area of the surfaces attached to the component and the cables connected
to it would determine the EMI effect [2]. Large surfaces, for example a heat sinks, would make
good electric field sources while large cable loops make good sources of magnetic fields. Also
important is the impedance coupling to other parts of the system.
Traditionally, EMI sources are identified through measurements and rules of thumb. Poten-
tial sources of emissions are the high slew rates (high dV/dt and dI/dt) in power switches,
namely MOSFETs and IGBTs used in power converters. Modern IGBTs can have a dV/dt over
5000V/µs and peak emission intensity levels over 140dBµV/m . The switching frequency, fs

of modern IGBTs is over 120kHz and the frequency spectrum of IGBT emissions spreads from
fs to higher order harmonics fs [3] - [9]. Moreover, there are current transients resulting from
reverse recovery of free wheeling diodes [11]. The noise from the power converters spread to
other components through electromagnetic field couplings and low impedance couplings, which
depends strongly on the component stray capacitances and inductances (parasitics). Motor
drive systems are also potential sources of EMI emissions. The high dV/dt resulting from the
power converters in motor drive systems, cause high currents which are injected into the mo-
tor windings, triggering the parasitic resonances up in the megahertz range (5 - 50 MHz) [8].
The emissions from the gate drive circuit, auxiliary power supply and the control circuitry has
been shown to be negligible [8]. The sources of low frequency emissions (less than 120 kHz) is
not well understood, but measurements show low frequency magnetic field emissions exceeding
safety limits. It could be anticipated that the large amplitude dc current (∼ 150A), and ripples
in the high voltage cables ,the positive and negative return loop, can produce low frequency
magnetic fields in the range 5 Hz to about 100 kHz. Low frequency noise can also come from
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the variations in DC motor currents but the emission intensity levels might be insignificant
compared to emissions from the power converters.
The potential EMI sources can be grouped into the following frequency ranges for a clearer
characterization:

1. Band1: a few hertz to few kHz – mainly low frequency magnetic fields is of interest.
Potential sources are supercapacitors, Power Electronic Converters (PEC) from IGBT
switching. Radiators include High Voltage(HV) cables, the grounding scheme(chassis,
vehicle frame, ground strap).

2. Band2: a few kHz to a few hundreds kHz – mainly low frequency magnetic fields are of
interest. Potential sources include PEC, electric motors, HV cables,

3. Band4: a few hundreds kHz to the megahertz range (Conducted emissions). Potential
sources include PEC, electric motors, and ECUs. Radiators include all cable harnesses,
metal casings and grounding scheme.

4. Band5: from the MHz range to a few GHz (radiated emissions). Potential sources include
PEC, CAN bus, ECUs. Radiators include cable harnesses, metal casings and the grounding
scheme.

Full system measurements would only highlight the existence of EMI problems, while component
level measurements or subsystem level measurements would help isolate the sources [2], [3] and
[10]. Component level and subsystem measurements are relatively simpler and less complicated
to understand and model. It is thus worthwhile to construct scaled size problems, that could
help in studying the emission characteristics of particular components or subsystems.

3 Modeling EMI

Modeling EMI response of a given system is complimentary to measurements. Modeling is
usually based on theoretical derivations and some input from measurements. Modeling the
full system at once, in this case the whole vehicle including every detail, is very complex and
obscures the basic understanding of the various EMI phenomena. Moreover detail full vehicle
models would be quite challenging considering the limitations in computer power available today.
To this regard, it is better to start with simple component models, then to sub-system models,
and eventually to the full system models [2]. With modeling it is possible to exclude some design
details and operational conditions which might not be feasible with measurements. That aside,
modeling is way cheaper and less time comsuming compared to some measurements. In every
stage there is the possibility to verify models by comparison with measurements, or with other
modeling approaches in the absence of measurement possibilities.
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3.1 Component models

Major new components introduced in a hybrid vehicle, but absent in conventional vehicles
include an Electrical Energy Storage System (EESS) such as a battery or Super (Ultra) capacitor,
PEC, electric generator, electric motors, the high voltage bus (cabling) and more ECUs. The
EMI aspects considered at component design, does not usually reflect the constraints in the
environment they are eventually installed. The EMI characterization of the components in the
vehicle environment is left as a challenge to the vehicle designers. In order to predict the EMI
effect of these components, it is necessary to understand their respective high frequency response.
Automotive components can be modeled either as lumped models or as full wave models. Tra-
ditionally, these components are represented as spice-like lumped models [12], using equivalent
lumped L,C,R parameters. Such lumped models provide a good electrical characterization at
the fundamental frequency, but often fails to account for parasitic resonances higher up in the
frequency spectrum. The parasitic resonances are caused by stray capacitances and inductances
which are strongly geometry dependent. In an attempt to represent the high frequency response
in the lumped model approach, parasitics are computed from component geometry and still
included as lumped L,C,R parameters with static coupling. This approach is limited to frequen-
cies where the component’s largest dimension is by far less than the minimum wavelengths of
interest. Full wave models on the other hand are more distributed, and provide a broadband
characterization. In fact, full wave models attempt to model the propagation of the electro-
magnetic wave in the component through a better representation of the EM couplings. This
is achieved by refining the component descretization to at most λmin/20, where λmin is the
minimum wavelength of interest. Full wave models can be created using methods based on the
differential form of Maxwell’s like the finite element method (FEM) [13], or using techniques
based on the integral forms of Maxwell’s equations like the method of moments (MOM) [14] and
the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) modeling approach[15],[16] and [17]. FEM has
issues of large problem size and computation time unlike integral methods [14]. In a previous
work [17], the limitations of the lumped models is seen in the high frequency characterization of
air-core reactors. A sample result presented in figure 1, shows that the lumped model could only
capture the fundamental frequency response but failed higher up in the frequency. Meanwhile
the PEEC model does fairly good characterization through the entire frequency spectrum of
interest. In the following sub sections various component models shall be discussed.

3.1.1 Electrical Energy Storage System (EESS)

Super capacitors and high voltage battery are possible alternatives for the electrical energy stor-
age system. Super capacitors have higher power density but lower energy density compared to
batteries. Either of these components when in use, supply energy to the power converters via
HV cables, and high frequency noise from power converters can be injected into the components.
It is thus of importance to characterize their high frequency impedance responses. Figure 2 is a
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Figure 1: High frequency response of air-core reactor

generic model of a super capacitor module used in the Electrical Energy Storage System (ESS)
in automotive applications. Most often super capacitors and HV batteries are represented as
lumped L, C, R models given a good characterization of the fundamental frequency response
(a few kilohertz), as required for electrical functionality. For the purpose of EMI computations,
there is a need for a better high frequency model which takes into account the geometric di-
mensions with respect to the frequencies of interest. Attempts have been made to create radio
frequency(RF) models for high voltage battery using equivalent circuit lumped models [26].
A similar approach can be used super capacitors EMI characterization. Full wave models for
battery or super capacitors have not been considered.

3.1.2 Power Electronic Converters (PEC)

Power converters are considered as a major source of EMI emissions. Recent attempts to model
PEC for EMI studies [5] - [9], [18], has focused on using the converter geometry to extract stray
inductances and capacitances which are eventually represented as lumped electrical components.
Figure 3 shows the inverter model proposed in [18] while figure 4 presents the corresponding
equivalent circuit model for one inverter limp. In order to accurately represent the high frequency
response of PEC, which can model the current circulation at high frequencies, full wave models
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Figure 2: Generic model of super capacitor module (33F, 42V) used in automotive applications.

are needed. Such attempts have been made using the PEEC modeling approach [20], [21], but
the model was only valid for a particular converter design used in switch mode power supplies.
Since the PEEC model is geometry dependent, there is no generic model for all power converters.
Instead specific models are made for particular converter designs. Nevertheless the PEEC model
provides a good broad spectrum characterization from which the radiated emissions could be
easily computed.

3.1.3 Electric motors and generators

The hybridization of conventional vehicles leads to the introduction of electric generators for
torque conversion and possibly electric machines for other auxiliary systems. The motors for
automobile applications are mostly ac machines and produce very little emissions. However EM
noise from power converters can flow into electric motors, and can trigger parasitic resonances
due the stray inductance and capacitance of the motor windings and housing [8]. The amount
of EMI noise injected into the motor depends on the variation of the motor impedance with
frequency, which strongly depends on the stray capacitances and inductances. EM electric
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Figure 3: X. Huang, E. Pepa, J. Lai, S. Cheng and T. Nehl ”Inverter EMI Modeling and
Simulation Technologies”, IEEE Trans. Industrial Electronics, Vol. 53, no. 3, June 2006.

Figure 4: Equivalent circuit for one inverter limb in the inverter model shown in figure 3 proposed
by Huang and Co. [18]

motor models should thus provide an adequate representation of the stray quantities resulting
from the motor geometry. Traditionally electric motors are modelled as lumped models using
their L,R,C parameters for electrical analysis. It is quite challenging to make full wave models
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for electric motors, considering the length scales with respect to the radio frequencies. A possible
route is to use equivalent lumped models as shown in [26].

3.1.4 High Voltage Cables

Unlike the conventional vehicles, hybrid vehicles have several new electrical components installed,
for example the HV system discussed in section 3.2 and the additional ECUs. The cable types
and configurations have a strong influence on the EMI characteristics. For example, large cable
loops would make good antennas; the grounding scheme significantly affects the emission levels;
shielded cables can limit radiated E-fields and H-fields especially at higher frequencies; twisted
pair cables may minimize emissions due to differential mode currents; RF filters may absorb
high frequency currents from being injected into HV low frequency systems. The actual EMI
benefits of the different cable types in particular vehicle environment is worth investigating.
Proper representation of the cable model is very essential for EMI characterization. Cables
serve as a path for the low of high frequency noise and as good antennas. Cables should thus
be modeled as noise paths and as sources which might require full wave modeling depending on
the frequencies of interest with respect to cable length scales. Figure 5 shows a typical HV cable
used in automotive applications. Attempts to create RF models of HV shielded cables includes
transmission line models [24] where the cable is represented by segments of length λ/10 using
lumped L, C, R parameters obtained from analytical formulas. This cable model gives a good
characterization up to the fundamental frequency, but not accurate at higher frequencies. There
has been full wave HV cable modeling attempts using a finite element tool Ansoft [3], which
gives a good characterization even at higher frequencies. The problem with the finite element
approach would be the size of the model(number of cells), the computation time and modeling
the emissions from the cables involves modeling the space around the cable which becomes even
heavier. There have also been cable full wave modeling attempts using the PEEC method, for
example in the analysis of lightning protection systems and coupling to coaxial cables [25]. The
PEEC cable models give a good characterization from DC to a maximum frequency tuned by
the model descretization. It outputs the current distribution in the cable from which the cable
emissions can be computed.

3.1.5 Electronic Control Systems (ECU)

The Electronic Control Units (ECU) are installed in almost every subsystem and are linked
through the CAN communication bus to establish electronic communication of the various sub-
systems. ECUs are also present in the conventional vehicles, but there are more ECUs installed
in the hybrid to establish communication with the new components. Typical transmission rate
of signals in the CAN communication bus is 125kbits/s - 1 Mbits/s, 0.1 – 4.0V. Though the
ECUs are assumed to be silent by design, the EM emissivity and imuninity in the complex
vehicle environment is worth investigating.
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Figure 5: A typical HV cable for automotive applications. Label 1 is inner copper conductor
of bare single wires, 2 the wire insulation of TPE(thermoplastic elastomer), 3 the cable copper
shield, and 4 the outer jacket of TPE, UV resistant.

3.1.6 Controller Area Network (CAN)

The Controller Area Network (CAN) is a serial communication protocol that provides high speed
reliable data transmission, pretty common in the automotive control, including conventional
vehicles. The CAN nodes are linked through the CAN bus. The CAN network can be created
using either a high speed, fault tolerant or single wire physical layer protocol[27]. The reliability
and EMI immunity of the CAN bus is improved by using bus protection circuits. The high
speed CAN (1Mbits/s), has good immunity due to the noise cancellation achieved through
the use of shielded cable with twisted pair in differential mode, and ringing is minimized by
using appropriate resistor terminations. The fault tolerant CAN has a maximum data rate
of 125 kbit/s, and also uses a two wire differential bus with good noise cancellation. The
single wire CAN is used for low bit rate transmission, has relatively short bus length. The
bus is implemented by unshielded wire consisting of a signal and ground wire. Though the
CAN bus is regarded as having good EMI immunity, the CAN bus in the hybrid vehicles is
continuously stressed by emissions especially from the components in the high voltage system
like the power converters. Meaning the immunity might breakdown when the emissions exceed
the given threshold. The intensity levels of emissions bombarding the CAN bus in the hybrid
vehicle environment is worth investigating.

3.2 Subsystem models

Full system models are usually more complex to analyze. Simplification can be achieved through
subsystem models which in fact enhances the understanding of the underlining physics involved
in the EMI phenomena. The following subsystems can be isolated and studied.

1. High Voltage system comprising of a HV battery or a super capacitor, PEC, HV cables,
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electric motor and ECUs. Such a HV system has been studied in [3], where the effect of
different cable shields and grounding schemes on the emission levels was investigated.

2. Motor drive systems. A motor drive system including the an electric motor, the gate drive
circuitry and auxillary power supply, and control circuitry can be used to investigate the
EMI characteristics of the a particular motor drive system. Such a system has been used
to study the effects of device switching, and parasitics on the emission levels for a low
voltage high current ac motor drive system [8].

3. Grounding schemes. Grounding schemes can be studied as part of particular subsystems.
For example in the HV system studied in [3], different ways of grounding HV cable shields
was investigated.

3.3 Full system models

Component level models can be used to construct full system models [2], [3] and [10]. Full system
models might involve detail component and subsystem models or less detail macromodels. This
type of models might eventually help early on in the design to predict potential EMI problems.
But would be less helpful in the absence of good component and subsystem models. Full sys-
tem models would limit the construction of expensive prototypes, which eventually steps down
production cost. The full system models can be validated by comparing against measurements
done on the actual hybrid vehicle [28].

4 Conclusion

The characterization of the electromagnetic (EM) environment in a hybrid vehicle is quite a
challenge to the automotive industry. This can be met by creating EM models which can help
to predict and control EMI issues early in design even before prototypes are built. Full system
models, for example a complete vehicle model with all component details, are rather complex to
analyze and hides the basic physics involved in various EMI phenomena. That aside, they require
lots of computer resources and are time consuming. A preferable approach is to first analyze the
component level emissions using EM component models, and eventually build subsystem models
by assembling various component models. Component EM response strongly depends on stray
capacitances and inductances, which are geometry dependent. As oppose to traditional lumped
models, full wave models are more robust for EMI characterization as they take into account
component geometry. A decision to use either full wave models or lumped models should depend
on the maximum component dimension with respect to the maximum frequency of interest.
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